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You are not from the Castle, you are not from the village, you aren't

anything. Or rather, unfortunately, you are something, a stranger, a man who

isn't wanted and is in everybody's way, a man who's always causing trouble, a

man who takes up the maids' room, a man whose intentions are obscure.

-Franz Kafka, The Castle-
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Resum

L'objectiu d'aquest projecte de recerca és desenvolupar un estudi de l'impacte de la decisió

d'Angela Merkel durant la crisi dels refugiats a Europa des de diferents fronts. En primer lloc,

l'impacte que va tenir en la percepció de la mateixa Angela Merkel com a política. Ja que després del

cèlebre discurs de la cancellera el 31 d'agost de 2015, en el qual s'anunciava una nova política sobre la

gestió de la crisi migratòria que suposaria un abans i un després en política exterior, van sorgir

diferents plantejaments sobre la gestió de la Crisi dels Refugiats tant a nivell internacional com

nacional. En segon lloc, també serà necessari analitzar i comparar l'evolució de diferents indicadors

socials després d'aquesta política, com ara la taxa de criminalitat a Alemanya i els indicadors de

desenvolupament econòmic, amb l'objectiu de poder establir l'impacte de la política “Wir schaffen

dones” al país alemany i en la percepció de la seva impulsora, Angela Merkel.

Paraules clau: crisi de refugiats, Alemanya, Angela Merkel, impacte, taxa de criminalitat,

desenvolupament econòmic, percepció pública.

Resumen

El objetivo de este proyecto de investigación es desarrollar un estudio del impacto de la

decisión de Angela Merkel durante la crisis de los refugiados en Europa desde diferentes frentes. En

primer lugar, el impacto que tuvo en la percepción de la propia Angela Merkel como política. Ya que

tras el célebre discurso de la cancillera el 31 de agosto de 2015, en el que se anunciaba una nueva

política sobre la gestión de la crisis migratoria que supondría un antes y un después en política

exterior, surgieron diferentes planteamientos sobre la gestión de la Crisis de los Refugiados tanto a

nivel internacional como nacional. En segundo lugar, también será necesario analizar y comparar la

evolución de diferentes indicadores sociales tras esta política, tales como la tasa de criminalidad en

Alemania y los indicadores de desarrollo económico, con el objetivo de poder establecer el impacto de

la política “Wir schaffen das” en el país alemán y en la percepción de su impulsora, Angela Merkel.

Palabras clave: crisis de refugiados, Alemania, Angela Merkel, impacto, tasa de criminalidad,

desarrollo económico, percepción pública.

Abstract
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This research project aims to develop a study of the impact of Angela Merkel's decision

during the refugee crisis in Europe from different fronts. Firstly, the impact it had on the perception of

Angela Merkel herself as a policy. Since, following the famous speech by the Chancellor on 31

August 2015, announcing a new policy on the management of the migration crisis, which would be

one before and one after in foreign policy, different approaches emerged to the management of the

Refugee Crisis at both international and national level. Secondly, it will also be necessary to analyze

and compare the evolution of different social indicators following this policy, such as the crime rate in

Germany and economic development indicators, to be able to establish the impact of the 'Wir schaffen

women' policy in the German country and the perception of its driving force, Angela Merkel.

Keywords: refugee crisis, Germany, Angela Merkel, impact, crime rate, economic development,

public perception.
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1. Introduction

a. Problem statement

In 2015, a phenomenon of a magnitude not expected by Europe shook the foundations of the

European Union (EU) and forced European leaders to take hasty decisions with no prior consultation.

By the end of the year, more than a million people had crossed European borders fleeing the war in

Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria, and requesting political asylum. This could have caused a major crisis of

legitimacy and governance in the countries of the European Union due to different consequences that

arose with this general problem, such as the attraction it meant for transnational criminal

organizations, who saw this geopolitical tension as a great opportunity with attractive favourable

conditions.

The refugee crisis, caused by the war in Syria (2011- until today) has been and is one of the

crucial issues on the international agenda in recent years and while most European politicians, like in

Hungary, debated whether to allow entry to a small number of refugees or permanently close the

borders to newcomers, in Germany, Chancellor Angela Merkel completely changed her austere

political discourse focused on the future of her country, opening up the borders. The German

Chancellor was clear: “The motive with which we approach these matters must be: we have already

managed so much, we'll manage this” (Angela Merkel, 2015) Merkel little expected that this decision

would shake the foundations of her political future and would promote the rise of the extreme right in

Germany and the rest of the European countries, “It was an extraordinary situation and I made the

decision based on what I thought was correct from a political and humanitarian point of view.”

(Angela Merkel, 2017) Some heads of state, such as Donald Trump, criticized her decision as a

“catastrophic mistake” (Donald Trump, 2017), and also the members of national opposition parties

like Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) stood against, “We don't want to manage this!" (Alexander

Gauland, 2015) They were all convinced that this phrase would encourage more refugees to undertake

their trip to Europe and thus provoking an economic collapse and that “crime in Germany will

increase” (Donald Trump, 2017). However and on the other side, there were also positive attitudes

like the US president, Barack Obama. He stated in one interview that Angela Merkel was on the right

side of history with her management of the refugee crisis and praised the German Chancellor as a

“steady and trustworthy ally.” (Barack Obama, 2016)

After six years of the complicated and risky decision, we can see that the Chancellor's career

did not end due to her policies towards refugees and what is more, “her personal approval ratings back

to where they were at the start of 2015 and the polling of her party, the Christian Democratic Union

(CDU), buoyed to record levels by the global pandemic ”(Oltermann, 2020)

This policy appeared at a time when the international sphere is declining toward a defensive

nationalism perspective on the implementation of foreign policies, especially in countries in the

European Union like Spain or Hungary, which "have constructed almost 1000km of walls on their
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borders since the nineties." (Ruiz Benedicto, 2018) In addition, it is important to mention the

beginning and subsequent intensification of the flourish of the right and extreme-right parties in

European governments like Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) in Germany or in other governments

like Poland and Austria which “have manipulated public opinion to create irrational fears of refugees”

(Ruiz Benedicto, 2018) For this reason, this Merkel policy was seen as a new threat by many other

politicians, accused of becoming a claim for new waves of refugees waiting at European borders and

transforming into a new hybrid threat that would shake the status quo not only of the countries of the

European Union. Thus, the perception of the Chancellor was polarized, both nationally and

internationally.

It is vitally important to carry out a study that collects and compares the different perceptions

and accusations among both international governments and the national public, that arose from

Angela Merkel's famous policy, in addition to the true impact that it had socially on the country. As

she alleged, it was a simple, necessary and automatic reaction to avoid what was clearly a

humanitarian tragedy. “Wir schaffen das” (“We can do it”) was simply a government decision to be

able to deal with an international crisis that was not going to disappear overnight and “Merkel's

announcement was simply expressing Germany's commitment to the principles that the country had

consented in the framework of its constitution, of international law, of humanitarian law and European

law." (Pries, 2019) And finally, being able to demonstrate the need for studies specifically based on

the subsequent impact of this asylum policy, since the challenge of forced displacement of people is

increasingly seen as an international problem, as is the current case of Ukraine, which needs a guide

for rapid and effective action to avoid polarization and humanitarian catastrophes.

b. Research questions

2. Which was the impact of the Open-door policy on the crime rate and economic development

of Germany?

3. How did this influence Angela Merkel’s national and international public opinion?

a. Hypothesis

Despite the fact that the negative predictions regarding the increase in the crime rate and the

stagnation or decline in economic development announced by the opponents of this national public

policy do not come true, this does not have a positive impact on Angela Merkel’s national and

international public opinion.

b. Research paper structure

In this paper, the objective is to understand why the Merkel government's decision to open the

doors to the large flow of refugees during the 2015 refugee crisis generated a great polarization in
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Germany and in Europe. While, on the other hand, analyzing relevant different social indicators and

also be able to understand which was the impact of the policy in that country.

To achieve this objective, the work will be structured in three fundamental parts. In the first

part, the 2015 international challenge of the refugee crisis in Europe is going to be presented and

explained in more detail. In the next section, the German government’s management of the crisis will

be analyzed in conjunction with the national and international community reaction and criticisms. In

the third part, different social indicators including crime rate and economic development are going to

be analyzed in order to state a final conclusion and investigate its possible impact on the public

perception of Angela Merkel. Finally, a series of recommendations in the management of future

migratory crises will be given based on the conclusions drawn..

4. Methodology
In order to be able to justify the future conclusions of this research work, it is essential to

describe the methods that will be used in order to meet the objectives and reach a truthful and

contrasted conclusion.

The current research project is a policy-oriented paper that aims to analyze Merkel’s

"Open-door" policy in order to obtain clear data on its impact on German society and the image of the

Chancellor, and thus be able to understand the impact of the policy in Germany. In order to have a

broader scope, it aims to be directed to the general public and also to a segment of specialists in the

field.

The research process that is going to be carried out intends to be of a qualitative format with

the analysis of these three social indicators: crime rate, economic development and national and

international Angela Merkels’ public perception. Firstly, the crime rate has been chosen due to the fact

that it was one of the main arguments against receiving migrants. This indicator is going to be

analyzed and recorded from different academic works that have analyzed the quantitative data of

criminal offenses committed by the category of non-Germans and specifically, migrants in

Polizeiliche Kriminalstatistik published by the German police, in addition to conducting an exhaustive

consultation on the public policies that the German government has carried out in order to contain

crime during the arrival of the refugees. Secondly, economic development, is the main concern among

German right-wing sectors, due to the belief in a recession in the German economy caused by the

significant funds that had to be allocated to the management and integration of refugees. This

indicator will be quantified based on data on integration policies for migrants in the German market

and labor system and the unemployment rate among non-Germans, and specifically, refugees. Thirdly,

and in order to verify how the two previous indicators have affected the national and international

vision of Angela Merkel, different surveys carried out by the Deutsche Welle and the Pew Research

Institute will be consulted. Finally, and in order to establish a study closer to the main affected,
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different interviews will be carried out with refugees related to all the indicators mentioned here.

(Completaré cuando avance con la investigación de los indicadores)

In order to conclude, the main source of information collection will consist of the analysis of

different theoretical academic works or based on the previous collection of quantitative data, in

addition to different direct interviews with refugees that will consist of the explanation of their process

of integration into German society and their personal vision.

Thus, it is expected to be able to give a clear explanation of the impact of this policy and as

said before, try to formulate a series of recommendations needed in the management of future

migratory crises.

5. Case of Study: Impact of Angela Merkel’s Asylum Policy

In this main section of the research work, the main events that occurred during the triggering

of the refugee crisis will be analyzed in-depth, as well as the management of the entire crisis process

by the German government headed by Angela Merkel. Next, the three main social indicators used as

an argument against Angela Merkel's “Open-door” policy will be examined: crime rate, economic

development and national and international Angela Merkel's public perception, with the aim of being

able to see the real effect of the application of this policy in Germany.

a. Refugee crisis 2015

Suddenly and during the summer of 2015, Europe witnessed the hasty entry of one million of

refugees as a result of the wars raging in Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan. This fact threatened the stability

of Europe originating a huge crisis of legitimation and governance and caused the automatic response

of some countries to stop this flow of refugees, causing a true humanitarian crisis.

This refugee crisis is one of the main consequences of the wars that are still active in many

countries of the world and that affect millions of people. In the case of Syria, the refugees are fleeing

the conflict that began in 2011 with the Arab Spring, an initial peace protest that ended with a civil

war between the country's army, different rebel groups that opposed the government and the State

terrorist group Islamic (ISIS). On the other hand, Afghanistan has been the victim of different

invasions and wars for years. From the initial US invasion in 2001 to the fall of Kabul in 2021 to the

Taliban, a harsh 20-year war has taken place, resulting in thousands of deaths and displacements.

Finally, the war in Iraq begins a year before the refugee crisis in Europe, in 2014 with the invasion of

Mosul by the Islamic State, which did not cease with the occupation of different territories of the

country, also causing the displacement of “3 million Iraqi refugees”. (UNHCR, 2019)

Refugees were fleeing armed conflicts in their countries, great political and ideological

persecution and the resulting poverty. This desperation marked tragic moments such as the death of
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Aylan Kurdi on September 2015, a child who was trying to reach Europe through the Turkish coast,

among thousands of other lives lost in the Mediterranean Sea. Despite the tragic maritime routes,

there were, mostly in the East of the continent, clandestine land routes monitored by large mafias that

also left thousands of deaths.

In order to understand the real seriousness of this humanitarian crisis, it is necessary to take

into account that "The refugee crisis in 2015 has been the largest displacement of refugees, asylum

seekers, vulnerable people and economic migrants that it has experienced in the European Union since

the Second World War, before Ucraina’s war.” (Between borders, 2017) Another input causing the

problem is that the neighboring countries of Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan had great difficulty in being

able to welcome these refugees and providing them with the necessary humanitarian aid since they

received only 40% of the total European humanitarian aid.

Migrants or refugees?

According to the United Nations Organization, a migrant is any person who lives in

another country than the one in which they were born. Therefore, all refugees are

migrants, but not all migrants are refugees. A migrant must make an application for

asylum or protection, and be legally accepted, in order to become a refugee. For

example, a Syrian citizen fleeing the war can become a refugee, but in many other

cases, like most African citizens fleeing poverty, they do not have the right to become

one.

Thus, this great humanitarian corridor became a great challenge for the EU, not only

strategically, but also at an administrative and legal level due to the large number of 1,1M (Bathke,

2021) asylum and protection requests it received in a short period of time. And as on many other

occasions, the response of the EU and of all Europe, was not very homogeneous. Some countries like

Germany or Austria opened their doors quickly in order to avoid this serious tragedy while other

governments like Hungary publicly stated their refusal to allow a single refugee to enter (ACNUR,

2015). For this reason, Europe came up against one of the greatest challenges, the massive

displacement of the population, which will be one of the most recurrent on the present and future

international agenda.

b. German government management

In August 2015 the odyssey began for Angela Merkel that would lead her to the birth of her

"Wir schaffen das" (“We can do it”) policy. Almost seven years later it can be said that the German

Chancellor was able to achieve the main objective: “slow down the refugee flow without sacrificing

the humanitarian side” (Toygür & Benvenuti, 2016)
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At the Federal Press news conference in Berlin, Merkel addressed for the first time the

problem:
“Fortunately, most of us have not experienced the state of complete exhaustion from being on

the run, combined with fear for our own life or the lives of children or partners. We are facing a major
national task. German firmness is great, but German flexibility is now needed. There are many
examples of how we have shown that we are able to do this. Germany is a strong country. The motive
with which we approach these things must be: Wir haben so vieles geschafft—wir schaffen das: We've
done so much—we can do it.” (Winig, 2020)

With this speech and remarking that her decision was a turn from the old policies that her

party had presented during her mandate and a case of flexibility caused by the threatening situation,

Merkel's policy can be summarized in four basic points. In the first place, Germany aspired to be one

of the main recipients of the continent wanting to take almost a million refugees, and for this, it

needed to open more reception centers to streamline the asylum application process, expand federal

properties, facilitate collaboration between the three levels of government and distribute the funds

needed to comply with the policy. Second, the German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees

announced the suspension of the Dublin convention, a 1990 protocol that required all refugees to

apply for asylum in the first European Union member country to arrive, thus making it able to register

directly in Germany. “Germany's suspension of the agreement eased that burden for both refugees and

for the frontline states, and the European Commission hailed it as an act of European solidarity”

(Helms, Van Esch & Crawford, 2018) Thirdly, Merkel proposed a reinterpretation of the German

Constitution in order to provide asylum to people fleeing war and not only those who are persecuted,

as established by the 1951 Refugee Convention. Finally, and to engage her European compatriots,

Merkel proposed a system of refugee reception quotas accompanied by large economic aid.

After six years it is possible to affirm that the risky policy of the Chancellor was a success if

we refer to the immense refugee flow of entrance. However, the obstacles that refugees face are

enormous bureaucracy, language, and search for work and home. Finding their own flat which is not a

social home, homologating university degrees from the country of origin or finding a job with good

working conditions have become real challenges for migrants today. For example, “ the average

monthly earnings of asylum seekers and refugees in full-time work amounted to roughly 1,600 euros,

around 55 percent of the average earnings of full-time employees in Germany” (Brücker, Jaschke and

Kosyakova, 2019). Despite the initial success of the “Wir schaffen das” it is needed a deeper analysis

to find a final impact and evaluate the policy in order to understand how this affected Germans and if

their worst fears were fulfilled.

c. Social indicators in Germany

The main arguments supported by opponents of Angela Merkel's decision and the

"Open-door" policy were based on the theory of an increase in criminal acts committed by refugees
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and a great negative impact on the German economy. Thus, not all the reactions of the German

population are summarized in the "Willkomenskultur" but there was also a great atmosphere of

hostility and debate in German society.

This debate was fed through theses based, first, on the great danger that this meant for

security and social peace in Germany, exemplified by the case of the massive attack on a group of

women on New Year's Eve 2015. On the other hand, the great cost that the entry and consequent

integration process would imply made up of different programs, “which costs would harm citizens,

especially the least well off, leading to increased taxes, a higher retirement age and reduced state

benefits” was highly criticized. (Funk, 2016)

These great concerns translated into a major obstacle to the implementation of the

"Open-door" policy, slowing down the process and forcing Chancellor Angela Merkel to morally

justify her policy. Finally, it is necessary to observe how the evolution of these social indicators

affected, in addition to the implementation of the policy, the public opinion towards its promoter,

Angela Merkel.

i. Crime rate

As stated previously, one of the main arguments supporting the theory of sealing the borders

and blocking the entry of refugees into Germany was in the name of national security. It is certain that

in most crims, society is quick to identify a guilty party, but it is also certain that it is much easier to

target the criminal who is not part of what is known as “us”. Això is clearly exemplified by the

Refugee Crisis in Germany, since from the first moment it is going to be identified as the cause of the

Islamic State, it is going to include the causes of these terrorist attacks in a group mateix and the

refugees that they come from the món àrab they enter into it.

Thus, a large part of the German population is going to oppose the Open-door policy because

of the great terror that the entry of these refugees would cause an increase in terrorist attacks and

crime in different forms. Contrary to all predictions, it is not going to report a great increase in crime

in Germany, and “these increases show no sign of exploding crime rates” (Gehrsitz & Ungerer, 2016)

Observem dades com “In 2014, there were 6.1 million offenses recorded by the police. By 2016, this

had risen to 6.4 million - these figures include immigration violations which, inevitably, impact

migrants. However, as of 2017 we saw the total recorded crimes, including immigration violations,

drop by 10%.” (BBCNews, 2018)

In summary, it is possible to observe an upturn in the data on crime contributed mainly by the

“Polizeiliche Kriminalstatistik” (PKS), but this upturn is able to be clearly explained through different

factors. At first, after 2013, the PKS did not distinguish between crime common to Germans and

non-Germans, therefore it did not have data to be able to compare its evolution. Furthermore, the

category of non-Germans included other aylum seekers, refugees, international students and tourists,
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which did not allow a clear distinction between the offenders of crimes. It is true that since 2015, the

PKS will introduce the category of “Migrants” in which it also includes from finned refugees to

unauthorized residents. This lack of classification of the inhabitants who commit crimes leads to a

clear biaix at the time of the analysis of the figures. Other than that, keep in mind at the time of

explaining here the gender, age and socioeconomic situation of the refugees. “Generally speaking, the

crime rate of Germans and non-Germans, and especially of refugees, cannot be compared directly,

mainly due to different structural compositions. They are on average younger and more often of male

sex. At the time of using the data registered by the Office of the Federal Criminal Police, it is

necessary to take into account all those socioeconomic aggressors that affect people, and not just

refugees, criminal offenses, since crime does not go proportionally related to the origin of a person,

but to the vital circumstances.

Add to this difficulty of collecting proportional data with the reality and of leaving behind the

living conditions of refugees, the discourse of the ultradreta tragiversa faces more statistics in order to

donate support to its racist and anti-migratory discourse. Així doncs, seek to obtain more satisfactory

electoral results through the “discriminatory language to provoke the criminalization of migrants and

refugees considered responsible for the European economic crisis, accomplices of terrorist attacks and

collaboraors and admirers of the Islamic State” (Kiwonghi, 20 ) These political parties of the

ultradreta com Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), are going to see enormously beneficiaries of the

punctual and unfortunate fets with the terrorist attacks on Paris or the sexual violations of women in

Cologne, caused by people of Arab origin. These groups are going to relate the crims to the origin of

the criminals, and to the religion, to “prove that refugees

Taking all of these into account, while the crime slowly grows and reaches a point of

decrease, the terror of the crime increases, feeding there the sentiment of xenophobia, Islamophobia

and racism cap als refugees to Germany. This generalized sentiment has led to a great rebound of

crims caps als refugees, a given commonly forced. “In 2016, there will be a total of 921 attacks on

refugee homes in Germany, 857 of which will be motivated by drug groups” (Breitenbach, 2017)

With the aim of avoiding these incidents and promoting the integration of refugees into

German society, Angela Merkel also promoted policies for refugees, again belatedly when hatred was

already widespread. The chancellor was aware that the integration of refugees and the creation of

social ties was key to avoiding the slightest spike in crime, since the “Criminological research has

emphasized the importance of social cohesion and family relations in crime prevention. As a

consequence, in refugees and migrants, education is a crucial condition for integration” (Kiwonghi,

2016) Consequently, it launched a series of social policies to promote the integration of refugees

through knowledge of the legal system of Germany or of their rights and obligations as citizens, and

on the other hand, promote the creation of social ties outside their ethnic community.
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It is noted that crimes in Germany did not increase suddenly and disproportionately, and that

the small increase can be explained by a series of factors that prevent the correct collection of data and

leave aside several important factors. Despite this, Angela Merkel's image was seriously damaged. On

the other hand, the discourse of the extreme right and opponents of the Open-door policy is gaining

strength through isolated events such as the rape of a group of women in Cologne by Arab refugees.

The mixture of these two factors causes an increase in the population's discomfort while crime

decreases, causing feelings of racism and rejection that translate into attacks on refugees. In turn,

Angela Merkel tries to carry out social policies that promote the integration of refugees and reduce the

feeling of rejection by society towards them, but they arrive late and in a fragile way, causing a

progressive worsening of their image, as well as a slowdown in the implementation of its

“Open-door” policy.

ii. Economic development

Germany, with the most powerful and developed economy in all of Europe, could perceive the

entry of refugees, in addition to being a great challenge, as an opportunity full of possibilities to fight

against the two main problems it faced: embarrassment of population and lack of labor, while its

market picked up again after a major economic crisis. Germany had in 2015 “almost 597,000 jobs

available” (Herfer, 2015) not filled by Germans with low qualifications, or rejected by highly

educated CVs. In addition, most of the refugees arriving in the country were young and of working

age, "75% of adult males and 65% of adult females were 35 years old or younger in 2017" (Brücker,

Jaschke and Kosyakova, 2019). Therefore, it could be expected that Germany would implement a

large framework of social policies that would allow the complete integration of refugees into society,

which begins by being self-sufficient and not depending on state tutelage.

Although at a lower level, but as has happened on previous occasions, the refugees found

themselves on their arrival with a labor market that was difficult to penetrate and with a slow

execution of great promises. In the first place, and as a priority issue, was the "asylum processing", an

efficient but slow and expensive process, which caused great economic and social costs, due to the

maintenance of these refugees. The Asylum Act was the process that decided whether a refugee could

stay in Germany or should be deported. Once they had entered the country, all refugees had to

undergo this process regulated by the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (BAMF), which

could be denied if they were believed to come from "Safe Countries" or could be a risk to the country

security. It is true that Germany was quick, and reacted with different amendments in October 2015.

Thus, it introduced “an article law known as ‘Asylum Procedure Acceleration Act’. The article

accelerated the asylum process for certain applicants by reducing the time needed to assess the asylum

application.” (Abbas, 2019), but at the same time increased the "safe countries" to counteract the

improvement.
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Another of the impediments that refugees encountered when entering Germany were the

"restrictions of Employment", which were closely related to the Asylum Act or Asylum Processing.

These policies also underwent various changes in order to adapt to the new demands of this crisis,

creating new facilities and hidden obstacles to avoid a collapse of the administration and the country

in general. Thus, the refugees who had been able to obtain the asylum permit did not encounter any

political difficulties in finding work, but on the other hand, those who were still in the review process

had to adhere to a waiting period. It is true that the Merkel government accelerated this period from

twelve months to three, despite the fact that the ability to work had to be approved by the Immigration

Office and the Federal Employment Agency.

As already mentioned, the fact of working is the first step towards the complete integration of

a refugee in his new society, and apart from all these impediments related to state policies, they found

many more, since access to the labor market of the refugees did not depend exclusively on legal

aspects. Another decisive factor was the language, professional and academic skills, and their

recognition. In the first place, mastery of German was a determining factor in finding a job much

faster. Thus, the German government invested large sums of money in the creation of integration

courses, and in turn language learning. Recent data indicates that it actually produced an improvement

and facilitated their integration into the market, “the share of refugees with self-reported good or very

good German language skills increased from 12 percent in the first year after arrival to 41 percent

within three years of arrival in Germany.” (Brücker, Jaschke and Kosyakova, 2019) Despite these

positive data, the large influx of refugees far exceeded the capacity of these integration and language

courses, causing many of the refugees to be left out. Another of the difficulties that the refugees faced

was the difference in skills and studies with respect to the nationals, which caused great differences in

opportunities and salaries. A large number of refugees see their studies interrupted or frustrated by the

situations of instability in their countries of origin, causing figures such as “Only 8 percent of refugees

in Germany have undertaken vocational training, while 17 percent have attended university or college.

These levels are below the 59 percent of the Germand adult population with vocational training

degrees and a further 18 percent with a university or college degrees.” (Brücker, Jaschke and

Kosyakova, 2019) On the other hand, refugees who do have such academic training and work

experience encounter great difficulties in the process of recognizing said titles. According to the

Recognition Act 2012, “all migrants, including asylum seekers and refugees, with a qualification

obtained abroad are legally entitled to go through a recognition process that tests whether their

professional qualifications obtained abroad are equivalent to the respective qualifications in

Germany” (OECD, 2017) This recognition process needs official documents that accredit these

qualifications, which in many cases are not available to them due to the rapid and forced march of

their country, an administration annulled by problems of political instability and a great tendency to be

acquired informally in their country of origin. This greatly hinders their integration process since
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“refugees with a formal degree are more likely to find employment by means of the BA or the Job

Center (33 per cent) instead of through personal connections (26 per cent)” (Maroufi, 2016). Finally,

there is a strong racist trend in the German labour market, which makes employers more reluctant to

hire a migrant.

All these difficulties and impediments that refugees encounter when arriving in Germany,

cause a great slowdown in their integration process, and therefore a greater dependence on the

German aid system. Thus, “the years after arrival, 22 per cent of refugees had still not found their first

job. The earnings of refugees also differ, in their first year of work, asylum seekers and refugees earn

two-thirds of what German nationals earn.” (Brücker, Jaschke and Kosyakova, 2019)

All these impediments cause certain risks, such as "Asylum seekers without authorization to

work may turn to informal work, where they are also more prone to exploitative work conditions"

(OECD, 2017) Consequently, Angela Merkel did launch a series of social policies that facilitated the

integration of refugees into German society, while trying not to overload the German administrative

apparatus or make the stay of refugees extremely simple through various economic aids. Among

them, we have the Integration Act, “with its clear focus on the employment of refugees based on the

aforementioned reforms that have been implemented progressively since 2012. The law eases

refugees' labour market access by shortening the period during which refugees do not have the right to

work” (Maroufi, 2016) Thus, this policy allowed refugees who were still in the process of recognition

of asylum, to receive a status of tolerance for the following three years, and if they find work, they can

stay two more years. This policy provided refugees with a sense of certainty and stability and sought

to inspire them in their training process for their subsequent integration.

In conclusion, despite the fact that Germany was aware that it would benefit greatly from the

entry of refugees during the 2015 Refugee Crisis, it initially responded late to the demands of the

newcomers and caused great difficulties and obstacles in their entry process. the labor market. The

great differences between the refugees and the Germans were fueled by racism in the labor market, the

difference in professional and academic skills, the late recognition of asylum status or the slow

recognition of their studies and work experiences in the country of origin. Although belatedly, Angela

Merkel's government reacted and launched a series of instruments and social policies such as the

Integration Act to alleviate these differences and facilitate the first step in the integration of refugees.

It is true, that these improvements were noted, such as in the level of German of the refugees to be

able to be one more in their jobs, or in the subsequent improvement of their salaries, but even so, the

image of Angela Merkel was tarnished. The chancellor's promise with her "Open-door" policy came

too late for a Germany already in revolt due to a speech prepared and manipulated by the extreme

right.
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iii. National and international Angela Merkel’s public perception

1. National Angela Merkel’s public perception

The “Open-door policy” was a policy that caught most Germans off guard at the time. A

government formed by the Christian Democratic Union, a centre-right conservative political party,

with a rigid and harsh leader like Angela Merkel, suddenly positions itself in favour of opening the

borders to refugees. She makes this decision knowing that “for a country like Germany, with some 81

million inhabitants, the fact of accommodating a million refugees in just one year was something

exceptional: a logistical challenge of hosting, a challenge of control in the sense of registering those

who entered, an administrative challenge of organizing the corresponding asylum requests and a

socio-cultural challenge to offer newcomers forms of participation in life.” (Pries, 2018)

The first thing that was necessary to take into account was the economic and security issues,

which concerned a huge sector of society. The Germans opposed Merkel's policy mainly concerned

about the possible increase in crime in the main cities of the country, as a consequence of different

terrorist attacks that were taking place in Europe, caused by sympathetic members of the jihadist

terrorist group. Secondly, many of them joined the already existing discourse of loss of job

opportunities, occupied by newcomers, the excess of public spending dedicated to their integration

and a direct economic impact on each of the citizens. Esto provocó que grandes sectores de la

población se opusieran a ella y empeorara su imagen como política. (COMPLETAR CON DATOS)

It also existed sectors of supporters at first, “Yes, we have succeeded. But we in this context

means many, many people in Germany who pitched in: many mayors, many volunteers” (Angela

Merkel, 2021) said Merkel in an interview. The entrance of thousands and thousands of refugees

could not have been achieved without the help and the enthusiasm that the Chancellor infected the

Germans and made them engage in this challenge for the country. Thousands of Germans volunteered

in the long road that this process entailed, creating what we know as “Willkommenskultur” (Culture

of welcome) impulsed by Angela Merkel. Between 2015 and 2016, more than a million people

applied for asylum in Germany, and “12,000 men and women arrived at the Munich station every

day” (Chapman, 2015), where Germans were waiting for them with huge donations of funding,

clothes, toys, food and their own volunteer efforts. During those months the majority of the population

wondered between hopeful and doubtful if Germany could withstand this pressure, how their

integration would be, and if the Chancellor had taken a good path or if it was simply a rash decision.

On the other side, this policy gave strength to the extreme right of the country and almost cost

the Chancellor her job due to internal disagreements. The main fact of dispute came with the refusal to

establish some kind of limit on the reception of refugees, and the German train stations continued to

be authentic reception machines for thousands of refugees daily. This policy brought strength to the

right in Germany, especially Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), Angela Merkel’s opposition political

party. They focused their political discourse on an anti-immigration one that attracted thousands of
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voters. The opposition also came from parties of a similar political color, such as the Christian Social

Union, which strongly insisted on suing her if she did not put limits on the entry of refugees. The

great opposition caused that “Merkel’s popularity began to wane, both in terms of recorded personal

job approval ratings and the electoral performance of her party at the state level.” (Helms, Van Esch,

Crawford, 2018)

FALTA UN PARÀGRAF DE CONCLUSIÓ I DADES

2. International Angela Merkel’s public perception

The international response to the Open-door policy was also highly polarizing and all

European countries and even the United States quickly expressed their opinion of the Chancellor's

policy, which, due to the developed process of globalization, affected them enormously. The effects

ranged from the economic level to a possible promotion of transnational organized crime that would

see in this policy a great opportunity to provoke a legitimation and governance crisis.

Many politicians and international governments gave her their support, as was the case with

the aforementioned Barack Obama, who showed his support during this policy by labeling her a

"steady and trustworthy ally" (Barack Obama, 2016). From the outset, the US president promised

Angela Merkel unconditional support of the United States in the face of this policy. In addition,

Obama immediately presented his willingness to organize a Global Refugee Summit through the UN

General Assembly in order to help and expand opportunities for all refugees in the world, since it was

a growing problem.

On the other hand, there were also strong and forceful criticisms against this open border

policy, especially from the countries of Eastern Europe and later, from the new US President Donald

Trump which started his government in 2017, when the “Open-door” policy was just consolidating

itself.

From the first moment, the countries of the Visegrad group, made up of Poland, Hungary,

Slovakia and the Czech Republic, expressed their resounding opposition to letting a single refugee

enter and that Germany, and specifically, Angela Merkel, lead the European Union quota project.

These countries “declared it would support plans to tighten border controls on the Balkan route”

(Peterson, 2016) and also began a policy of pressure on countries bordering Greece, such as

Macedonia and Bulgaria, to also tighten their border controls. These countries justified their action

through the problems of transnational organized crime and terrorism that would imply following

Merkel's policy and allowing refugees to enter, which the Chancellor branded as anti-European and

one more problem that would delay the path towards a solution. They were convinced that the

massive entry of these refugees, which prevented complete control, would cause an increase in crime

in general, such as rape and robbery, and in particular, terrorism. They had witnessed previous

terrorist attacks in major European cities, caused mainly by supporters of jihadist terrorism, a
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radicalized branch of Islam. As on other occasions, this branch provoked widespread fear in any

member of the religion of Islam, which was the case with most refugees in Germany.

This reason was the main cause of opposition to the "Open-door" policy internationally, and

also nationally, accusing Angela Merkel of opening the borders of Europe to the main active terrorist

group of the moment, which caused a great decline in her perception among politicians from different

European countries.

FALTA UN PARÀGRAF DE CONCLUSIÓ I DADES

- https://www.dw.com/en/merkel-germany-refugees/a-54769229

- https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/10/02/confidence-in-merkel-is-at-all-time-high-i

n-several-countries-during-her-last-full-year-in-office/

6. Conclusions
- Include Ukraine

a. Major Points

b. Initial hypothesis

7. Annexes
- Interviews (I already have contact with the guy who interviewed me in Germany about

refugees: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ba1IQCNdhc0&t=703s)

He has been an assistant in Refugee Camps in Athens and I thought I would ask him for three

contacts of refugees living in Germany who can do the same interview and finally one for him

as an interviewer and volunteer in refugee camps what is his view of the process of

integration of refugees in Germany.

Interview Questions

1. Presentation (name, age, origin country)

2. Can you tell me how was your life in your country before you came to Germany?

3. What exactly made you flee your country and with whom did you decide to come?

4. How was the process on the way out of your country? (NGO’s, volunteers, route)

5. Do you remember a difficult moment in your route?
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6. Which countries did you come across before arriving in Germany?

7. Do you remember how was the first day that you arrived in Germany?

8. Where did you first live when arriving in Germany and where do you live now?

9. (If young) where did you continue your studies?

10. Which was your first job and how did you start earning money?

11. Was it easy to find a job? And did you receive help from the German government?

12. Was it easy with all the paperwork and permissions with the recognition of your studies or

diplomas? Was it facilitated by the German government?

13. How did you feel in German society? A stranger? A well-integrated person?

14. Did you ever receive bad comments for being a refugee, like hate comments about terrorism?

15. How do you see Angela Merkel? Do you have a good perception of her and all her Open-door

policies that eased your path in order to enter Germany?

16. Which do you think is the feeling of other refugees that you know? And of the Germans?

17. How do you feel now taking into account all the memories that have you reviewed?

18. What is your situation now in Germany, do you still have challenges, or do you feel

accommodated?

19. Finally, if you had to name three feelings that you had during this long and hard process

which would they be?
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More refugees, more offenders, more crime? Critical comments with data

from Germany

Thomas Feltes, Katrin List, and Maximilian Bertamini

Table 2. Bochum Survey 2016

Theft Robbery Assault

“... increased in Germany.” 92 % 81 % 80 %

Crime Statistics* in Germany + 1,8 % - 1,8 % + 0,3 %

“... increased in neighborhood.” 53 % 34 % 29 %

Crime Statistics* in Bochum n.a. - 15 % -1%

“I will be victimized within the next 12 months.” 32 % 19 % 21 %

“I have been victimized within the last 12 months.” 12.3 % 0,3 % 1.6 %
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Table 1: Police-registered offences of non-Germans from 2014 to 2016

Type of offences 2014 Incre

ase

%(1) 2015 Increa

se

2016 %(1)

Total offences, excluding

offences against the laws of

residence, asylum process

and against the Freedom of

Movement Law/EU (89000)

(without key number

725000)

492.610 63.210 13% 555.820 60.410 616.230 11%

Burglary including

housebreaking (435*00)

6.052 1.044 17% 7.096 200 7.296 3%

Aggravated theft (4***00) 38.471 4.465 12% 42.936 50 42.986 0%

Simple theft (3***00) 124.734 25.810 21% 150.544 1.614 152.158 1%

Offences against sexual self-

determination (100000)

6.090 502 8% 6.592 2.106 8.698 32%
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